Abstract: In this manuscript we find another class of real Banach spaces which admit vector-valued Banach limits different from the classes found in [6, 7] . We also characterize the separating subsets of`1 .X /. For this we first need to study when the space of almost convergent sequences is closed in the space of bounded sequences, which turns out to happen only when the underlying space is complete. Finally, a study on the extremal structure of the set of vector-valued Banach limits is conducted when the underlying normed space is a Hilbert space. We also reach the conclusion that the set of vector-valued Banach limits is not a convex component of B CL.`1.X/;X/ , provided that X is a 1-injective Banach space satisfying that the underlying compact Hausdorff topological space has isolated points.
-CL .`1 .X / ; X/ is meant to be the space of all continuous and linear operators from`1 .X / to X when`1 .X / is endowed with the sup norm. -N X will denote the set of all continuous and linear operators from`1 .X/ to X which are invariant under the shift operator on`1 .X /. In other words, N X WD˚T 2 CL .`1 .X / ; X/ W T ..x n / n2N / D T .x nC1 / n2N for all .x n / n2N 2`1 .X /g :
It is clear that N X is a closed vector subspace of CL .`1 .X / ; X/ which is also closed when CL .`1 .X / ; X/ is endowed with the pointwise convergence topology. -L X will stand for the set of all continuous and linear operators from`1 .X/ to X which are extensions of the limit function on c .X /. In other words, L X WD fT 2 CL .`1 .X / ; X/ W T j c.X / D limg :
It is clear that L X is a an affine subset of CL .`1 .X / ; X/ (that is, if T; S 2 L X and t 2 R, then t T C.1 t / S 2 L X ), which is also closed when CL .`1 .X / ; X/ is endowed with the pointwise convergence topology, and every T 2 L X verifies that kT k kT j c.X / k D klimk D 1:
We will finalize this introduction with the following proposition which will be very useful throughout this manuscript. We recall the reader that if X is a real normed space and x 2 X , then x denotes the constant sequence of general term equal to x. As expected, X denotes the closed subspace of`1 .X/ composed of all constant sequences x. Proposition 1.3 (Armario, García-Pacheco, Pérez-Fernández, [7] ). Let X be a real normed space. Then: 1. N X D fT 2 CL .`1 .X / ; X/ W bps .X / Â ker .T /g, where bps .X / stands for the set of sequences in X with bounded partial sums. As a consequence, if T 2 N X , then c 0 .X / Â ker .T /. 2. L X D fT 2 CL .`1 .X / ; X/ W c 0 .X/ Â ker .T / and T .x/ D x for all x 2 X g : 3. N X \ L X D fT 2 CL .`1 .X / ; X/ W bps .X / Â ker .T / and T .x/ D x for all x 2 X g : 4. BL .X / D f' 2 S N X W ' .x/ D x for all x 2 X g : 5. BL .X / D B N X \ L X and thus it is convex and closed when CL .`1 .X / ; X/ is endowed with the pointwise convergence topology.
More on the existence of vector-valued Banach limits
In [6] it was shown that a large class of real Banach spaces admit vector-valued Banach limits. On the contrary, c 0 is free of vector-valued Banach limits.
In [7] Theorem 2.1 was extended to the following result.
Corollary 2.2 (Armario, García-Pacheco, Pérez-Fernández, [7] ). Let X be a real Banach space with a monotone Schauder basis. The following conditions are equivalent:
Another spaces admitting vector-valued Banach limits are described in the following result.
Theorem 2.3 (Armario, García-Pacheco, Pérez-Fernández, [7] ). Let .X i / i 2N be a sequence of real normed spaces with BL .X i / ¤ ¿ for every i 2 N. Assume that ' i 2 BL .X i / for every i 2 N. The map
In this section we find a different class of real Banach spaces which also admit vector-valued Banach limits.
Lemma 2.4. Let X be a real normed space. If x 2 S X and x 2 S X are so that x .x/ D 1, then x .U X .x; "// .1 "; C1/ for all 0 < " Ä 1.
Proof. Because of the convexity of x .U X .x; "// it suffices to show that no element y 2 U X .x; "/ verifies that x .y/ D 1 ". Indeed, assume to the contrary that such element y exists. Then " Dˇx .x/ x .y/ˇDˇx .x y/ˇÄ kx yk < ";
which is a contradiction.
Lemma 2.5. Let X be a real normed space. Then:
, where bps .X / denotes the closure of bps .X / in`1 .X /.
Proof. 1. In the first place, we will show that d .x; bps .X // 1. Let x 2 S X such that x .x/ D 1. Fix an arbitrary 0 < " < 1. By applying Lemma 2.4 we have that x .U X .x; "// .1 "; C1/. Now consider .x n / n2N 2 bps .X / such that
Notice that .x n / n2N U X .x; "/ therefore x .x n / > 1 " for all n 2 N. Let M > 0 be such that 2. It is a direct consequence of 1.
We remind the reader that a Banach space X is said to be 1-injective if it has the following extension property: every bounded linear operator from a subspace of a Banach space into X can be extended to a bounded linear operator on the whole space preserving its norm. We refer the reader to [8, 9] for a wide perspective on injective Banach spaces.
Theorem 2.6. If X is a 1-injective real Banach space, then BL .X / ¤ ¿.
Proof. Consider the following operator:
Notice that, in virtue of 1. in Lemma 2.5, we have that
for all x 2 X and all .x n / n2N 2 bps .X /. Finally Theorem 1.3 serves to assure that any norm-1 Hahn-Banach extension of the operator given in Equation (1) is an element of BL .X /.
The space of almost convergent sequences
The concept of almost convergence is intimately related to Banach limits. We refer the reader to [10] for a wider perspective on such strong connection. For a complete view on matrix summability methods we refer the reader to the very interesting contributions and expositions given in [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . Here we will focus on the vectorial version of the almost convergence. P p kD0 x nCk D y uniformly in n 2 N. We will denote it by AC lim n!1 x n D y:
Beware about the following remark on which we will rely later on.
Remark 3.2. Let X be a real normed space. The set of all almost convergent sequences in X is usually denoted by ac .X /. According to [6, 7, 11, 16, 17] we have the following: -ac .X / is a vector subspace of`1 .X /.
-c .X / Â ac .X /.
-If X is complete, then ac .X / is closed in`1 .X /.
-The almost limit function is defined as
and is a norm-1 continuous linear operator such that AC lim j c.X / D lim. -bps .X / D˚.x nC1 x n / n2N W .x n / n2N 2`1 .X / « and thus bps .X / Â ac 0 .X/, where ac 0 .X / denotes the space of null almost convergent sequences in X , that is,
x n for all T 2 BL .X /.
-BL .X / D HB .AC lim/, where HB .AC lim/ denotes the set of norm-1 Hahn-Banach extensions of AC lim to the whole of`1 .X /.
In [17, Corollary 2.1] it is proved that a real normed space X is complete if and only if ac .X/ is also complete. The next result shows that a real normed space X is complete if and only if ac .X / is a closed subspace of`1 .X /. We will make use of the following lemma. Proof. Let .y n / n2N 2 c .X/ and fix an arbitrary " > 0. For every n 2 N let x n 2 X such that ky n x n k Ä "=2. Let us take n 0 2 N such that 1=n 0 < "=2 and ky p y q k < "=2 for all p; q n 0 . Then .x 1 ; x 2 ; : : : ; x n 0 1 ; x n 0 ; x n 0 ; x n 0 ; : : : / 2 c .X / and k.x 1 ; x 2 ; : : : ; x n 0 1 ; x n 0 ; x n 0 ; x n 0 ; : : : / .y n / n2N k 1 < "
for all n n 0 .
An interesting question would be to determine whether ac .X / is dense in ac .Y / under the assumptions of Lemma 3.3.
Theorem 3.4. Let X be a real normed space. The following conditions are equivalent:
Assume to the contrary that X is not complete. Consider a non-convergent Cauchy sequence .x n / n2N X . It is obvious that .
In accordance with Lemma 3.3 there exists a sequence of elements of c .X / converging to .x n / n2N . Since c .X / ac .X /, we deduce by hypothesis that .x n / n2N 2 ac .X /, which is impossible since the limit of .x n / n2N in Y does not belong to X . 3. ) 1. It is obvious.
The last part of this section is devoted to show that Theorem 3.4 has a strong influence of the connection between vector-valued almost convergence and vector-valued Banach limits.
Proposition 3.5. Let X be a real normed space. Define the set
Then:
Proof. 1. Obvious from the definition of qc .X /.
2. In accordance with Remark 3.4 we have that BL .X / D HB .AC lim/, which automatically implies that ac .X / Â qc .X/.
3. This is a direct consequence of the famous Lorentz Theorem (see [10] ), which states that a sequence .x n / n2N 2 1 is almost convergent to x 2 R if and only if T ..x n / n2R / D x for all T 2 BL. 4. If BL .X / is a singleton, then it is immediate that qc .X / D`1 .X /. Conversely, assume that qc .X / D`1 .X /. Let T; S 2 BL .X / and fix any arbitrary .x n / n2N 2`1 .X /. By hypothesis, .x n / n2N 2 qc .X /, therefore
An interesting question would be to determine whether ac .X / is dense in qc .X / under the assumptions of Proposition 3.5. A corollary of Proposition 3.5 provides a solution to this question, provided that there exists a real normed space admitting only one vector-valued Banach limit. Corollary 3.6. Let X be a real normed space. If BL .X / is a singleton, then ac .X / is not dense in qc .X /.
Proof. According to 4. of Proposition 3.5 we have that qc .X / D`1 .X /. Finally, by applying [7, Remark 4 .1] we have that ac .X/ is never dense in`1 .X /.
We would like to make the reader notice that at this stage we are unaware of the existence of a real normed space admitting only one vector-valued Banach limit. The next proposition serves to provide a new expression of the set of vector-valued Banach limits in connection with Remark 3.2.
Proposition 3.7. Let X be a real normed space with BL .X/ ¤ ¿. Then:
1. The QC-limit function, defined as On the other hand, the vector-valued version of the Lorentz Theorem was partially accomplished as follows (see [6] and Remark 3.2): If X is any real normed space and .x n / n2N 2 ac .X/, then T ..x n / n2N / D AC lim n!1
x n for all T 2 BL .X /. A real normed space X with BL .X / ¤ ¿ is said to verify the vector-valued version of the Lorentz Theorem when the reverse implication holds, that is, if T ..x n / n2N / D x for all T 2 BL .X /, then .x n / n2N is almost convergent to x. As a corollary of Theorem 3.4 and Proposition 3.5 we obtain that if a real normed space satisfies the vector-valued version of the Lorentz Theorem, then it must be complete.
Corollary 3.8. Let X be a real normed space such that BL .X / ¤ ¿. If X verifies the vector-valued version of the Lorentz Theorem, then X is complete.
Proof. Notice that by hypothesis we have that ac .X / D qc .X /. Now qc .X/ is a closed vector subspace of`1 .X/ according to 1. of Proposition 3.5, which implies that ac .X / is also closed in`1 .X /. Finally, Theorem 3.4 assures that X is complete.
Another interesting question related to Corollary 3.8 would be the problem of finding a non-complete normed space X such that BL .X / ¤ ¿. In relation to this question we have come up with the following result.
Theorem 3.9. Let X be a real normed space and consider a proper subspace Y of X . Then:
If Y is dense in X and S 2 BL .Y /, then no extension T of S to the whole of`1 .X / verifies that T 2 BL .X /.
Proof. 1. It is obvious. 2. Assume on the contrary that T 2 BL .X / verifies that T j`1 .Y / D S 2 BL .Y /. By Parapraph 1. we obtain that T .`1 .Y // Â Y . Let .y n / n2N be a sequence in Y converging to an element x 2 X n Y . Under these circumtances we reach the following contraditction:
The following corollary can be immediately derived from the previous theorem and thus we spare the details of its proof to the reader.
Corollary 3.10. Let Y be a non-complete real normed space and denote by X to its completion. If S 2 BL .Y /, then no extension T of S to the whole of`1 .X / verifies that T 2 BL .X /.
Separating sets
A non-empty subset G of`1 is called separating provided that if B 1 and B 2 are Banach limits such that
In [3] the concept of separating set was introduced for the first time. This concept can easily be transported to the scope of vector valued Banach limits.
Definition 4.1. Let X be a real normed space. Let G Â`1 .X/ be non-empty. We say that G is separating provided that the following condition holds: if T; S 2 BL .X / are so that
This section is aimed at finding sufficient conditions and characterizations of separating sets. The key to finding separating sets rely on a reasonable comprehension of the space of almost convergent sequences.
Proposition 4.2. Let X be a real normed space with BL .X/ ¤ ¿. Let G be a non-empty subset`1 .X /. Then: 1. If qc .X / C span .G/ is dense in`1 .X /, then G is separating. 2. If G Â qc .X / and q .X / ¤`1 .X /, then G is not separating.
Proof. 1. Let T; S 2 BL .X / such that T j G D S j G . Notice in the first place that T j qc.X/ D Sj qc.X / by defnition of qc .X /. Now by linearity and continuity we immediately deduce that T D S. 2. It is sufficient to consider any .x n / n2N 2`1 .X/ n qc .X/. By definition of qc .X / there must exist T; S 2 BL .X / such that T ..x n / n2N / ¤ S ..x n / n2N /. However, T j G D S j G because G Â qc .X /, therefore G is not separating.
We would like to make the reader recall that, given any real normed space X with BL .X / ¤ ¿, the fact that qc .X / D`1 .X/ is equivalent to the fact that BL .X / is a singleton (see 4. of Proposition 3.5). The following two theorems characterize the separating sets.
Theorem 4.3. Let X be a real normed space with BL .X / ¤ ¿. The following conditions are equivalent:
2. Every non-empty subset of`1 .X / is separating.
3. Every non-empty subset of qc .X/ is separating. 4. Every non-empty subset of ac .X/ is separating.
5.
There exists a non-empty subset of ac .X / which is separating 6. There exists a non-empty subset of qc .X / which is separating.
Proof. The reader may realize that all the implications 1. ) 2. ) 3. ) 4. ) 5. ) 6. are immediate. Thus we will show the implication 6. ) 1. Assume that G Â qc .X / is separating. Let T; S 2 BL .X/. By definition of qc .X / we have that T j G D Sj G and hence T D S by assumption on G.
The previous result takes care of the case of only one vector-valued Banach limit. The following one takes care of the case of more than one vector-valued Banach limit.
Theorem 4.4. Let X be a real normed space with BL .X / ¤ ¿. For every T; S 2 BL .X / consider the set
If BL .X / is not a singleton, then a non-empty subset G of`1 .X / is separating if and only if G \ .`1 .X / n V T;S / ¤ ¿ for all T ¤ S 2 BL .X /.
Proof. 1. Immediate. 2. Assume that G is separating. Let T ¤ S 2 BL .X /. By assumption there must exist .x n / n2N 2 G such that
As an immediate corollary we obtain a sharp characterization of non-separating sets.
Corollary 4.5. Let X be a real normed space with BL .X / ¤ ¿. If BL .X / is not a singleton, then a non-empty subset G of`1 .X / is not separating if and only if G Â V T;S for some T ¤ S 2 BL .X /.
We would like to finish this section by posing the question of finding, if they exist, minimal separating sets.
Extremal structure of the set of vector-valued Banach limits
The extremal structure of the set of Banach limits has been studied in [7] where the following result was proved. We remind the reader that a convex subset F of a convex set C is said to be a face of C provided that F verifies the extremal condition: if c; d 2 C , t 2 .0; 1/, and t c C .1 t / d 2 F , then c; d 2 F . We also remind the reader that if X is a real normed space, then G X denotes the group of surjective linear isometries on X .
Theorem 5.1 (Armario, García-Pacheco, Pérez-Fernández, [7] ). Let X be a real normed space such that BL .X / ¤ ¿. 1. If X has the Bade property, that is, B X D co .ext .B X //, then BL .X / is a face of B N X . 2. If there exists T 2 G X n fI X g with a fixed point x 2 S X , then BL .X / is not a convex component of S N X .
We remind the reader that a convex component is a maximal convex subset and refer the reader to [18] for a deep perspective on applications of convex components. Taking into account that any real Hilbert space of dimension greater than or equal to 3 enjoys the Bade Property (since it is strictly convex) and has a surjective linear isometry other than the identity with non-zero fixed points, we have the following corollary.
Corollary 5.2 (Armario, García-Pacheco, Pérez-Fernández, [7] ). If X is a real Hilbert space with dim .X/ 3, then BL .X / is a non-maximal face of B N X .
Bearing in mind the Banach-Stone Theorem and 2. of Theorem 5.1, we find more spaces X for which BL .X / is not a convex component of S N X . Theorem 5.3. Let K be a compact Hausdorff topological space. Assume that K has an isolated point k 0 satisfying that there exists a homeomorphism ' W K n fk 0 g ! K n fk 0 g different from the identity. Then:
is an element of G C.K;R/ n fI C.K;R/ g having fk0g as a fixed point. 2. BL .C .K; R// is not a convex component of S N C.K;R/ .
We recall the reader that a real Banach space X is 1-injective if and only if X is isometrically isomorphic to a C .K; R/ for some extremally disconnected compact Hausdorff topological space K (see [19, Page 123] ). This section is aimed at showing that if X WD C .K; R/ for K a extremally disconnected compact Hausdorff topological space with isolated points, then BL .X / is not a convex component of B CL.`1.X/;X/ : Lemma 5.4. Let X be a real normed space. Assume that M and N are closed subspaces of X which are complemented in X . Then:
1. bps .M / and bps .N / are closed subspaces of bps .X / which are also complemented in bps .X /.
2. If, in addition, X D M˚1 N , then bps .X / D bps .N /˚1 bps .M / when bps .X / is endowed with the following norm:
Proof. 1. Let P W X ! M be a continuous linear projection. It is not hard to check that
is well defined and a continous linear projection of norm kP k whose kernel is bps .N /.
2. Simply notice that if .x i / i2N 2 bps .X / and x i D m i C n i with m i 2 M and n i 2 N for all i 2 N, then
The following theorem is crucial for our purposes. We recall the reader that, given a real normed space X and a vector x 2 S X , we say that x is an L 1 -summand vector of X provided that there exists a closed maximal subspace of X such that X D Rx˚1 M . The reader may observe that Lemma 5.4 is implicitly used in the statement of the following theorem.
Theorem 5.5. Let X be a real normed space. Let x 0 2 S X be an L 1 -summand vector of X and write X D Rx˚1 M . Consider the continous linear operators
4. If T; S W`1 .X / ! X are linear and continuous extensions of T 1 and S 1 , respectively, then:
Proof. 1. Immediate. 2. It is fairly obvious that
We will show now that kT 1 k D 1, for which it suffices to prove that kT 1 k Ä 1. Let x 2 X and write x D x 0 C m with 2 R and m 2 M . In accordance with 1. of Lemma 2.5 we have that kmk D d .m; bps .M //. Observe the following:
Notice that .m n / n2N 2 bps .M / in accordance with Lemma 5.4. This shows that kT 1 k D 1. By using the triangular inequality we obtain that
; 1 , which in fact means that k˛T 1 C .1 ˛/ S 1 k D 1 for all˛2
3. By using again 1. of Lemma 2.5 to accomplish that kxk Ä k. n x 0 C m n / n2N C xk 1 , we have that
This shows that kS 1 k Ä 3. In order to see that kS 1 k 2 it only suffices to take into consideration that S 1 .. x 0 ; 0; 0; : : : ; 0; : : : / C x 0 / D 2x 0 :
4. We will divide this paragraph in two parts:
(a) We will show that T … N X [ L X . In a similar way it can be proved that S … N X [ L X . Simply notice that T .x 0 ; 0; 0 : : : ; 0; : : : / D x 0 ¤ 0, therefore -T … L X because .x 0 ; 0; 0 : : : ; 0; : : : / is a convergent sequence to 0, and -T … N X because .x 0 ; 0; 0 : : : ; 0; : : : / is a sequence with bounded partial sums. (b) Let .x n / n2N 2 bps .X / and write x n D n x 0 C m n where n 2 R and m n 2 M for all n 2 N. We have that Á .x/ D x for all x 2 X, which is immediate by construction of both T 1 and S 1 .
The following establishes a sufficient condition for a space of continuous functions to have an L 1 -summand vector. This shows that fk0g is an L 1 -summand vector of C .K; R/.
The following final corollary concludes the section and the paper.
Corollary 5.7. Let K be a extremally disconnected compact Hausdorff topological space with an isolated point k 0 . If X WD C .K; R/, then BL .X / is not a convex component of B CL.`1.X/;X/ :
Proof. By Lemma 5.6 we have that x 0 WD fk0g is an L 1 -summand vector of X . In accordance with 1. of Theorem 5.5 we have that the continous linear operators T 1 W bps .X/˚X ! X . n x 0 C m n / n2N C x 7 ! T 1 .. n x 0 C m n / n2N C x/ WD 1 x 0 C x and S 1 W bps .X /˚X ! X . n x 0 C m n / n2N C x 7 ! S 1 .. n x 0 C m n / n2N C x/ WD 1 x 0 C x satisfy that kT 1 k D [19, Page 123] we have that X is 1-injective, therefore we can find a norm-preserving Hahn-Banach extension T W`1 .X / ! X of T 1 . Attending to 2. of Theorem 5.5, we deduce that T 2 S CL.`1.X/;X/ but T … BL .X/ (in fact, T … N X [ L X ). Now we will prove that BL .X / is not a convex component of B CL.`1.X/;X/ : For this it is sufficient to show that if B 2 BL .X/, then the segment joining T and B lies entirely in S CL.`1.X/;X/ . Let˛2 OE0; 1. We know that k˛T C .1 ˛/ Bk Ä 1 since T; B 2 S CL.`1.X/;X/ . According to 1. and 2. of Theorem 5.5 simply notice that .˛T C .1 ˛/ B/ j bps.X /˚X D ˛T 1 C .1 ˛/ T 1 C S 1 2 D 1;
which automatically implies that k˛T C .1 ˛/ Bk D 1.
